WITH DIGNIFIED CEREMONY

The American Flag Is Raised Over San Juan

A MILLION PEOPLE IN PORTO RICO

Los: Their Spanish Citizenship Without Gaining Political Standing as Citizens of the United States—Diplomats Are Busily Discussing the Dilemma

American Press Special Wire

Porto Rico, Oct. 7. The American flag was hoisted over San Juan, Puerto Rico, today, in which capacity it has flown for the past 90 years. The thirty-second commencement of the University of Porto Rico was also held today.

The flag was hoisted at 8:30 this morning, in the presence of a large crowd of citizens. Theodore Roosevelt, Governor of Porto Rico, spoke briefly at the ceremony.

C. A. HUBBARD

THE DUTCH CASE

Recent Corpse Questioned—The Dutchman's Feelings

SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 7. The body of a Dutch citizen, who was found in a barrow in the Mission District, was autopsied today. It was determined that the man died of a gunshot wound.

The man, known as John Doe, was found to be suffering from a severe form of tuberculosis. The cause of death was said to be an accident.

LIFE IN THE ARCTICS

SCARCELY A CONTINUOUS BOUND OF PLEASURE

Reports of Outbreak of Smallpox Are Added to Tales of Woe Coming From Canada

POST TORONTO, Oct. 7—(Special).—The death of a woman in Toronto, the second case of smallpox in the city in the past week, has been attributed to the smallpox outbreak in Canada.

The woman, Mrs. J. A. Jones, was taken ill on September 25 and died yesterday. The disease was said to have been contracted in Toronto.

MORGAN VISITS

Reasons of His Visit from Dollar to Dollar Are Identified

Morgan, the financier, is reported to have been in the city today, on a visit to the city. He is said to have been in the town for several days, and is expected to remain for some time.

HE WOULDN'T TELL THE TRUTH

A日讯_Dismissed Without Pay

A man who was dismissed without pay from his position at the bureau of the government was quoted as saying, "I wouldn't tell the truth..."